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Temperature dependence for the photovoltaic device parameters
of polymer-fullerene solar cells under operating conditions
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We report on the temperature dependence of various photovoltaic device parameters of solar cells,
fabricated from interpenetrating networks of conjugated polymers with fullerenes, in the wide
temperature range of their possible operating conditions~25–60 °C!. The open-circuit voltage was
found to decrease linearly with increasing temperature. For the short-circuit current, we observed a
monotonic increase with increasing temperature, followed by a saturation region. The rate of this
increase~coupled to a corresponding increase for the fill factor! was found to overtake the
corresponding rate of decrease in voltage, resulting in an overall increase of the energy conversion
efficiency. The efficiency was observed to reach a maximum value in the approximate range 47–
60 °C. The results are discussed with respect to possible mechanisms for photovoltage generation
and charge carrier transport in the conjugated polymer-fullerene composite, and in particular,
thermally activated charge carrier mobility. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic solar cells, as alternatives to conventional in
ganic photovoltaic devices, have a number of potential
vantages, such as lightweight, flexibility, and low cost fab
cation of large areas.1–8 One variety of organic solar cell
that has recently been studied extensively consists of don
acceptor heterojunctions between conjugated polymers
fullerenes~or fullerene derivatives!.9–12 The efficient photo-
response of these polymer devices originates from an
trafast photoinduced electron transfer from the conjuga
polymer to the fullerene molecule.13–15 The kinetics of this
process have recently been time resolved to occur within
fs.16 Since this is faster than any other relaxation mechan
in the conjugated polymer, the quantum efficiency of t
process is estimated to be close to unity. The best photo
taic parameters reported to date and in particular, energy
version efficiencies of 2.5%,17 were for devices based o
interpenetrating networks of conjugated polymers w
fullerenes.

Due to the novelty of such devices, published inform
tion on the temperature dependence of the photovoltaic
rameters of these solar cells in particular, and organic s
cells in general, is very limited. The significance of su
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knowledge is twofold: fundamental and practical. At the fu
damental level such information, particularly for organic s
lar cells, may provide insights into the mechanisms gove
ing photovoltage generation and charge collection, as will
discussed in greater detail below.

At the practical level there is a twofold importance: Su
information enables one to optimize the operation of su
cells but no less important, it helps one to quantify cell p
formance in a manner that may be compared from one la
ratory to another. In the case of conventional inorganic so
cells a set of standard test conditions~STC! have been de-
fined. These correspond to a radiant intensity of 1000 W2

with a spectral distribution defined as ‘‘AM1.5G’’~IEC
904-3! and a cell temperature of 25 °C. In spite of the ex
tence of such a standard, all kinds of efficiencies have b
reported for organic solar cells, based on measurements
formed under a large variety of test conditions.18

This article reports the results of accurate measurem
performed both indoors~under appropriately corrected simu
lated STC conditions! and outdoors~under correspondingly
corrected naturally occurring STC conditions!. A detailed
study of the resulting temperature dependence for these s
cells, based on interpenetrating networks of conjugated p
mers with fullerenes, is presented. This enables us to dis
possible physical mechanisms which might be respons
for the observed temperature dependence.

l-
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The underlying logistics for the experiments report
here were as follows. The solar cells were produced in L
and given their first approximate characterization using a
tered metal-halide solar simulator~Steuernagel ‘‘Solar Con
stant 575,’’ with calculated spectral mismatch factorM
50.76!.17 Samples were then sent to Petten for accurate
door studies using a class-A xenon-arc solar simulator~Spec-
trolab XT-10, with calculated mismatch factorM50.90!,
and to Sede Boqer for accurate outdoor studies using
well-known AM1.5G natural spectrum of this site.19,20

The bulk donor–acceptor heterojunction solar cells w
produced by spin casting. The production process is
scribed in detail elsewhere.11,17 Poly @2-methoxy, 5-~38,78-
dimethyl-octyloxy!#-p-phenylene-vinelyne ~MDMO-PPV!
was used as the electron donor21 while the electron accepto
was @6,6#-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester~PCBM!.22

The enhanced solubility of PCBM compared to C60 allows
a high fullerene/conjugated polymer ratio and strongly s
ports the formation of bulk donor–acceptor heterojunctio
The thickness of the spin-cast MDMO-PPV:PCB
active layer was about 100 nm. As electrodes, a transpa
indium-tin-oxide ~ITO! film on one side and a LiF/Al
bilayer contact on the other side were used. A LiF/
electrode was chosen instead of pristine Al in order to gu
antee a good ohmic contact between the metal and
organic layer.23,24 For improvement of the ITO contac
the ITO was coated with a thin layer of poly~ethylene
dioxythiphene! ~PEDOT!.25 The device structure o
ITO/PEDOT/MDMO–PPV:PCBM/LiF/Al layered solar cell
together with the molecular structure of the compounds u
for the active layer are shown in Fig. 1.

In order to permit transportation outside the laborato
where they were produced, the devices had to be prote
from oxygen by encapsulation. In an only partially succe
ful attempt to effect such protection, the solar cells we

FIG. 1. Schematic device structure of conjugated polymer-fullerene s
cells under study, together with chemical structure of compounds used
the active layer.
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sandwiched between two glass microscope slides and se
by epoxy.

Under test the samples were illuminated through th
semitransparent ITO/substrate side. The cell temperat
during both simulator and natural sunlight tests, was c
trolled by a thermoelectric cooling plate upon which the c
was mounted.

In Linz, preliminary indoor photovoltaic measuremen
of the as-prepared cells were carried out, using a solar si
lator, both before and after encapsulation.

In Sede Boqer, the outdoor current–voltage measu
ments were performed on cloudless days, during the no
time period, at normal incidence to the incoming solar be
radiation. The solar irradiance, measured with a calibra
thermopile pyranometer~Eppley PSP!, was found to remain
constant, during the test runs, to within approximate
60.3% at levels that slightly exceeded 1000 W/m2.19 More-
over, under such conditions, the natural sunlight spectrum
Sede Boqer is known to be exceedingly close to the stand
AM1.5G spectrum.20

Because the outdoor solar irradiance level was not
general, precisely equal to 1000 W/m2, it was necessary to
adjust the measured values of short-circuit current,I sc, cur-
rent at the maximum power point,I mpp, and maximum out-
put electrical power,Pout, to the STC irradiance value. Fo
conventional inorganic solar cells, the current versus irra
ance dependence is known to be linear, but for the no
cells studied here, this fact had to be checked. To do this,
used a solar simulator~also a Steuernagel Solar Consta
575! employing a filtered metal-halide lamp, and wire mas
to vary the intensity in the range 80–550 W/m2, without
changing the spectral quality of the light. This latter point
important because the simulator spectrum is already only
approximation to true AM1.5 so it was important not to i
troduce further uncertainties by allowing its spectrum
change with changing light intensity. Under these circu
stances, it was reasoned, if the cell current turns out to
linear to changes in the intensity of the simulator lamp th
in all probability it is safe to assume that it would rema
linear under true AM1.5 conditions—particularly for sma
departures from 1000 W/m2. Figure 2 shows a plot ofI sc vs
simulator light intensity level, at a variety of fixed temper
tures in the range 10–33 °C. These curves are sufficie
linear to give us confidence that no substantial errors wo
be introduced into our results by adjusting measureme
performed at, say, 1050 W/m2, to the standard 1000 W/m2

level.
The power conversion efficiencyh of solar cells under

illumination was calculated by

h5
Pout

Pin
5FF

VocI sc

Pin
, ~1!

where Pout is the maximum output electrical power of th
device under illumination andPin is the light intensity inci-
dent on the device,Voc is the open-circuit voltage,I sc is the
short-circuit current. FF, the fill factor is given by

FF5
VmppI mpp

VovI sc
, ~2!

ar
or
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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whereVmpp andI mpp are the voltage and current at the ma
mum power point, respectively.

Accurate indoor photovoltaic measurements under S
employ a solar simulator, with a light spectrum that appro
mates the AM1.5 global spectrum and a calibrated refere
cell to set the intensity. These measurements can be div
into two steps:~a! the determination of the simulator spectr
mismatch factorM; ~b! measurements of theI –V curve of
the solar cell and correction to STC.

The match between a simulator spectrum,ES(l), and
the AM1.5G reference spectrum,ER(l), is never perfect,
even for the best solar simulators. Furthermore, a spe
mismatch is introduced since the spectral responses of
device under test,ST(l), and of the reference cell,SR(l),
are, in general, not identical. In order to correct for this
spectral mismatch factorM can be computed via the follow
ing formula:

M5
*ER~l!SR~l!]l

*ES~l!SR~l!]l *
*ES~l!ST~l!]l

*ER~l!ST~l!]l
, ~3!

where each integral in Eq.~3! is proportional to the short
circuit current that would be produced, at standard temp
ture, by the cell of stated spectral sensitivitySi(l) under the
specified spectrumEj (l).

For crystalline silicon solar cells,M usually lies in the
range 0.98–1.02, since stable calibrated solar cells can
constructed from more-or-less the same material as the
cell. However, for the novel type of solar cells under t
present study, suitable and stable reference cells canno
fabricated yet. This implies that for the measurement of th
cells, one has to use calibrated reference cells with a dif
ent spectral response from the device under test, resultin
mismatch factors significantly deviating from 1. Therefo
step~a! is the measurement of the spectral sensitivity fu
tions of the reference cell and the test cell, and measurem

FIG. 2. Short-circuit current (I sc) vs irradiance level of solar simulato
~Steuernagel solar constant 575!, at various cell temperatures, for a typic
cell sample.
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of the spectrum of the simulator. These measurements
gether with the defined spectrum AM1.5G enableM to be
calculated. It is of utmost importance to carry out the pro
dure as precisely as possible in order to minimize meas
ment errors.

In Petten, the solar cell spectral responses w
measured according to the ASTM E1021-84 norm. T
cells were illuminated using light from the simulator’s xeno
lamp, after passing it through a band filter~20 nm width!
and through a chopper, creating ‘‘monochromati
modulated light. White light~1000 W/m2!, using halogen
lamps, was applied as bias light to create standard measu
conditions.26 A monocrystalline silicon solar cell1KG5
filter calibrated at ISE was used as the reference c
The spectral response of an encapsula
ITO/PEDOT/MDMO–PPV:PCBM/LiF/Al device was mea
sured relative to the spectral response of the reference
Together with the spectral distribution for AM1.5G and th
simulator spectrum, a mismatch factor of 0.9 was calcula
using Eq.~3!. The valueM50.9 was then used, in step~b!,
to correct the measuredI sc values of the polymer-fullerene
cell to I sc values appropriate to AM1.5G conditions.I –V
curves were measured at various cell temperatures in
wide range of the possible operating conditions~25–60 °C!
andh and FF were calculated according to Eqs.~1! and~2!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I summarizes the results of preliminary photov
taic characterization of solar cells in Linz, directly after pr
duction in inert box conditions. Current–voltage measu
ments were performed under irradiation by a metal-hal
solar simulator at light intensity of 800 W/m2 and a cell
temperature of 55 °C.I –V curves for a typical cell before
and after sealing are plotted in Fig. 3. Table I shows that
the various solar cells with active areas in the range~6.15–
7.05! mm2, the short-circuit current densities were found
be Jsc5(3.85– 4.02) mA/cm2 and, the corresponding open
circuit voltages, fill factors, and energy conversion efficie
cies were in the respective ranges:Voc5(837– 858) mV,
FF5(0.567– 0.606), andh5(2.45– 2.49)%.

After sealing these devices in the manner describ
above, they were delivered to the partner laboratories wh
they were subjected to outdoorI –V measurements~in Sede

TABLE I. Photovoltaic parameters of conjugated polymer-fullerene so
cells measured under simulated AM1.5 conditions before sealing. Meas
ments were performed with a solar simulator~Steuernagel Solar Constan
575! at an irradiance level of 800 W/m2 and a cell temperature of 55 °C
Measured data were corrected to the plotted AM1.5 values using a ca
lated ~see Ref. 17! mismatch factor of 0.76.

Voc

~mV!
Jsc

~mA/cm2! FF
Efficiency

~%!
Area

~mm2!

Cell 26 856 3.85 0.598 2.47 6.75
839 3.9 0.601 2.45 6.9
837 3.92 0.598 2.46 7.05

Cell 40 858 4.02 0.567 2.46 6.3
845 3.99 0.585 2.47 6.2
844 3.90 0.606 2.49 6.15
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Boqer! and indoor measurements~in Petten!, at a variety of
cell temperatures. Generally, a qualitatively similar tempe
ture behavior was observed by the indoor and outdoorI –V
measurements of all devices studied. Figures 4 and 5 s
marize the temperature dependencies of the principal
parameters~Voc, Jsc, h, and FF! derived from the outdoor
and indoorI –V measurements of typical devices.

Outdoor and simulator measurements ofVoc show a lin-
ear decrease with increasing temperature@Figs. 4~b! and 5#.
Additional outdoor measurements ofVoc made while con-
tinuously varying the cell temperature, without recording t
entire I –V curve confirmed this behavior~Fig. 6!. For all
samples, the observed linear decrease had a temperatur
efficient in the rangedVoc/dT52(1.40– 1.65) mV/K. This
is comparable to corresponding values observed for fam
inorganic solar cells in this temperature range. Recent
temperature measurements on the current–voltage beh
of conjugated polymer/fullerene bulk heterojunction so
cells in the range~80–300! K showed that this linear tem
perature dependence ofVoc is lost at temperatures below 20
K and thatVoc begins to saturate.27 Nevertheless, we hav
used the linear temperature coefficient, obtained from
present measurements, extrapolated toT50 K ~inset in Fig.
6!, in order to derive an upper limit for the value of the op
circuit voltage at 0 K. The result is Voc(0 K)
5(1.33– 1.40) V.

In order to try and understand the physical mechanis
which may be responsible for the observed temperature
pendence ofVoc in the high and low temperature ranges it
instructive to start with an analysis of theVoc behavior of
conventional inorganic semiconductor solar cells with ap-n
junction.28 For that situation:

Voc5
AkT

q
lnS I sc

I o
11D , ~4!

whereA is a so-called diode quality factor of thep-n junction
and I o is the reverse saturation current. According to a g
metrically simple model of Shockley,29 I o is given by

FIG. 3. Typical I –V curves for an ‘‘as-produced’’ polymer-fullerene sola
cell before and after sealing. Measurements were performed with a
simulator ~Steuernagel solar constant 575! at an irradiance level of 800
W/m2 and a cell temperature of 55 °C. Measured data were corrected t
plotted AM1.5 values using a calculated~Ref. 17! mismatch factor of 0.76.
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I o5qNvNc@exp~2Eg /kT!#•S Ln

nntn
1

Lp

pptp
D , ~5!

whereNv andNc are the effective densities of states in t
valence and conduction band, respectively,Eg is the semi-
conductor band gap,Ln ,Lp ,nn ,pp ,tn ,tp are the diffusion
lengths, the carrier densities and the lifetimes of electr
and holes, respectively. SinceI sc@I o , by inserting Eq.~5!
into ~4! we obtain:

lar

he

FIG. 4. Temperature dependencies of the principal photovoltaic param
for a typical polymer-fullerene solar cell derived from outdoor measu
ments of itsI –V curves. Plotted values of efficiency andI sc have been
adjusted to the STC irradiance level of 1000 W/m2.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Voc5
AEg

q
2

AkT

q
lnF 1

I sc
•qNvNcG S Ln

nntn
1

Lp

pptp
D

5a2bT, ~6!

where

a5Voc~0 K!5
AEg

q
,

and

b52dVoc/dT5
Ak

q
lnF 1

I sc
•qNvNcG S Ln

nntn
1

Lp

pptp
D .

To the extent to which such a simple model might a
be relevant to our organic solar cell situation, i.e., in that
also observe a linear decrease ofVoc with T, at least for the
high temperature range (T.200 K)2Voc for these solar cells
may be described by a diode equation similar to Eq.~4! with
I o;exp(2EDA /kT). HereEDA is a parameter analogous
Eg for a conventional semiconductor. If we adopt such
model for these conjugated polymer-fullerene bulk hete

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of normalized photovoltaic paramete
a typical polymer-fullerene solar cell derived from indoor measurement
its I –V curves. Ordinate axis displays all parameters normalized to t
measured values at 25 °C: namely,Jsc53.1 mA/cm2, Voc5840 mV, FF
50.55, andh51.45%. Active cell area57.5 mm2. Measurements were per
formed with a class A solar simulator~Spectrolab X-10!. Measured data
were corrected to their corresponding AM1.5 values using a mismatch fa
of 0.9.

FIG. 6. Outdoor measurement ofVoc vs temperature made by continuous
varying the cell temperature. Inset shows same data extrapolated to 0
Downloaded 01 Nov 2001 to 132.72.138.1. Redistribution subject to AI
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junction solar cellsEDA corresponds to the energy differenc
between the HOMO level of the donor and the LUMO lev
of the acceptor components of the active layer, as will
argued below. It is important to remark, however, that sin
our experiments have been performed over a relatively sm
range of temperatures, we can not rule out a possible t
perature dependence ofEDA for temperatures substantiall
different from the range investigated.

Our observation of aVoc of ;0.8 V is considerably
higher than theVoc value of 0.53 V previously reported fo
bilayer conjugated polymer/fullerene solar cells.9 This result
strongly supports the conclusion of Ref. 11 that photovolta
generation in bulk donor–acceptor heterojunctions canno
explained by a model of the work function difference of t
two electrodes30 ~which is generally accepted for single lay
conjugated polymers devices,31,32 or by a picture involving
only band bending at the polymer/fullerene interface~which
is adequate for bilayer conjugated polymer-fullerene so
cells with nonrectifying metal contacts10!.

On the other hand, it has recently been shown that
open-circuit voltage in solar cells based on interpenetra
networks of conjugated polymers with fullerenes is direc
related to the acceptor strength of the fullerenes.33 This result
fully supports the view that the open-circuit voltage of th
type of donor–acceptor bulk-heterojunction cell is relat
directly to the energy difference between the HOMO level
the donor and the LUMO level of the acceptor compone
of the active layer. Furthermore, and also in full agreem
with this view, it was found that a variation of the negativ
electrode work function influences the open-circuit volta
only in a minor way. In accord with results from XPS studi
proving the existence of surface charges on C60 at metal
interfaces, this electrode-insensitive voltage behavior w
identified as a result of Fermi level pinning between t
negative metal electrode and the fullerene reduction poten
via charged interfacial states.33 This view on theVoc genera-
tion is additionally supported by the fact that the values
temperature coefficientdVoc/dT52(1.40– 1.65) mV/K for
the cells under the present study~with bilayer LiF/Al and
ITO/PEDOT contacts! coincide with those we reported fo
polymer/fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells of the ‘‘pr
vious generation’’~i.e., with the same components in the a
tive layer but without LiF and PEDOT contact layers!.34

From the results presented in Ref. 33 the following eq
tion for the open circuit voltage in the donor/acceptor bu
heterojunction solar cells was proposed:

Voc5~Aox2S13Ered~A!!2S23~fM2Ered~A!!1C. ~7!

HerefM is the work function of the metal andC is a con-
stant describing the interface potential for the ideal ohm
contact. Ered(A) is the reduction potential of the accept
~PCBM in our case!, which is representative for the Ferm
level of the acceptor under illumination.Aox is a constant
representative of all the contributions toVoc from the posi-
tive electrode, and is expected to be properly described
the oxidation potential of the conjugated polymer.S1 andS2

are a quality factor for the ohmicity of this contact and t
index of interface behavior,35 respectively. For the bulk het
erojunction solar cells presented in this work,S1 was found

for
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to be close to 1 whileS2 was found to be around 0.1. A
similar dependence ofVoc on the Fermi level of the illumi-
nated polymer~properly described by the oxidation potenti
of the polymer! is expected, and work is in progression
investigate this dependence.

In this image, the temperature dependence ofVoc is di-
rectly correlated to the temperature dependence of the qu
Fermi levels of the components of the active layer un
illumination, i.e., of the polymer and the fullerene. Ther
fore, knowledge of the temperature dependence ofVoc over a
wide range, and especiallyVoc ~0 K!, is essential for the
understanding of bulk heterojunction solar cells.

Figures 4~a!, 4~d!, and 5 show relatively large monoton
increase with temperature forI sc and FF, followed by a satu
ration region. A slight increase inI sc with temperature is also
a common feature for inorganic solar cells.36 However, in the
case of our polymer-fullerene solar cells the rate of incre
is so dramatic that the increase of the short-circuit current
factor product with temperature overtakes the decreas
open-circuit voltage with temperature. As a result, there is
absolute increase of the power efficiencyh with temperature,
reaching a maximum value at temperatureTmax which, for
different samples, lies in the range 47–60 °C@Figs. 4~c! and
5#.

In order to investigate this behavior more thoroughly
measuredI sc with continuous variation of the cell tempera
ture, without recording the entireI –V curve. The result is
shown in Fig. 7~for another sample!, where a clear indica-
tion of saturation sets in at around 60 °C. This, together w
the continued falloff inVoc, would result in a subsequen
decrease in the efficiency with further increase in tempe
ture. A noteworthy point, which provides further confirm
tion of this result, is that when the cell temperature w
cycled back and forth there was no hysteresis in theI sc tem-
perature dependence.

Solar cells based on interpenetrating networks of con
gated polymers with fullerenes are known to be sensitive
the combination of oxygen and light. Unprotected devic
show rapid degradation under light/air exposure.37 Due to
this degradation process and to the imperfect encapsula
process employed for the present cells, it is difficult to ma
quantitative comparisons among the results of photovol
characterization of the cells at different stages of their d
radation. In particular, it is meaningless to compare the

FIG. 7. Outdoor measurement ofI sc vs temperature made by continuous
varying the cell temperature. Plotted values have been adjusted to the
irradiance level of 1000 W/m2.
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solute results of our outdoor and indoorI –V measurements
However, in addition to qualitative coincidence of the tem
perature dependencies of the cell parameters observed b
indoor and outdoorI –V measurements, we may report th
after 6 h of irradiation during 11 successive days of the o
door experiment, absolute values ofVoc and its temperature
dependence@dVoc/dT,Voc(0 K)# remained almost constan
On the other hand, degradation was evident in the abso
values ofI sc and FF, while the positive trend in the temper
ture dependencies ofI sc, FF, andh was not influenced.

A positive temperature dependence ofh is a remarkable
peculiarity for solar cells, which is not observed in mo
conventional inorganic solar cells.36 It is significant, there-
fore, that the heating of solar cells to temperatures in
range of ourTmax may be expected to arise naturally by th
absorption of solar radiation, i.e., without any artificial he
ing. Therefore, unlike conventional solar cells, we would e
pect polymer-fullerene solar cells to perform more efficien
under natural~warm climate! operating conditions than un
der standard test conditions!

Very recently it was demonstrated theoretically and e
perimentally thatI sc in conjugated polymer-fullerene sola
cells is controlled to a considerable extent by mobility of t
majority charge carriers in the cell’s active layer.38 Moreover,
expressed activated behavior of charge carrier mobility
conjugated polymers is known to result in higher mobility
higher temperatures~for review see Ref. 39!. Accordingly, it
is likely that our observed, unusually large, positive tempe
ture coefficient forI sc originates from the temperature depe
dence of the mobility of the conjugated polymer-fullere
composite.

This hypothesis is also in accord with our irradianc
resolved measurements performed at different cell temp
tures using the solar simulator~Fig. 2!. In those measure
ments we observed a linear increase ofI sc, with light
intensity for the whole range of irradiance and temperatu
but we may also draw attention to the fact that the slope
the irradiance dependence ofI sc increases with increasing
temperature. In other words, the maximum temperature
fluence is observed at the highest light intensities. At su
intensities a maximum amount of photocarriers are gener
and the limitation in carrier transport, caused by the lo
mobility of holes in the conjugated polymer and electrons
the fullerene channels, is more evident than for lower car
densities.

The observed temperature dependence of FF@Figs. 4~d!
and 5# is quite similar to that ofI sc. The former, however,
can be qualitatively understood in terms of the temperatu
dependent series resistance of the solar cell,Rs , as the fol-
lowing argument demonstrates. With familiar inorganic so
cells the series resistance is determined principally by
contacts and contact/semiconductor interfaces, because
resistivity of the semiconductor material is relatively low. O
the other hand, our plastic solar cells have a relatively h
resistivity of the organic active layer but one whichde-
creaseswith increasing temperature owing to the increase
carrier mobility. It is this decrease in resistivity that man
fests itself as an improvement in the fill factor with increas
temperature.
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Recently, we reported a similar temperature depende
of I sc, Voc, andh for a ‘‘previous generation’’ of solar cells
based on interpenetrating networks of conjugated polym
with fullerenes ~with initial efficiency <1%!.34 We have
also observed a positive temperature coefficient for the e
ciency of C60 single-crystal photoelectrochemical cells40

Furthermore, although not explicitly stated by the autho
one may also find indications for such an effect in data
cently published on organic~magnesium phthalocyanine!/
inorganic ~silicon! heterojunction solar cells.41 Finally, a
temperature dependence ofI sc qualitatively similar to that
shown in Figs. 4~a!, 5, and 7 was also observed for organ
solar cells based on Zn-phthalocyanine~ZnPc!/perylene~M-
PP! heterojunction.42 We suggest that positive temperatu
dependencies ofI sc, FF, andh may be characteristic fo
solar cells with an expressed temperature activated beha
for charge transport, resulting in higher mobilit
conductivity at higher temperatures~for example, for some
types of amorphous silicon solar cells43!.

In organic semiconductors, the nature of charge tra
port, in particular, the character of the temperature dep
dence of mobility is known to depend strongly upon th
crystalline structure. For example, it was found that the
tivation energy for mobility decreases with increasing gr
size in polycrystalline small molecule samples.44 Further-
more, in high quality single crystals of pentacene the mo
ity of electrons and holes was even found to decrease
increasing temperature following a power law familiar f
inorganic semiconductors.45 It is significant that solar cells
based on such single crystals8 demonstrate a conventiona
negative temperature coefficient for their efficiency.46 This
fact provides additional support to our hypothesis on the
lationship between the temperature dependence of mob
and that ofI sc, FF, andh.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the temperature dependenc
photovoltaic parameters for solar cells based on interp
etrating networks of conjugated polymers with fulleren
The open-circuit voltage,Voc, of these cells was found to
decrease linearly with increasing temperature, with a te
perature coefficientdVoc/dT in the range2~1.40–1.65!
mV/K in the temperature regime between 10 and 60 °C.
observed a monotonic increase in temperature for the sh
circuit current and the fill factor, followed by a saturatio
region. For the temperature range under investigation it
found that the increase in the current-fill factor product c
overtake the decrease of voltage with temperature and re
in an overall increase of the energy conversion efficien
with increasing temperature, which reaches its maxim
value in the range 47–60 °C. We have argued that this
havior originates from the temperature dependence of
mobility in the conjugated polymer-fullerene composite d
to thermal activation of its charge carrier mobility. We su
gest that positive temperature dependencies of short-ci
current and efficiency may be characteristic for other kin
of solar cells with thermal activation of their charge tran
port.
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